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About This Game

Puzzle Tactics is a turn-based and grid-based tactics game played in various small levels. You play as the blue team with the goal
of defeating the red team's units before losing your own. Later levels are more difficult and introduce more unit types in battle.

The game is controlled using the mouse.

Units

Warrior: a powerful melee unit who can also hit multiple targets

Archer: can shoot at targets 4-6 tiles away but only in 4 directions

Mage: can attack with a fireball that hits multiple targets and ignores walls

Defender: has the most health and can shield itself and allies to reduce damage

Necromancer: summons skeletons to deal and take extra damage

Skeleton: somewhat like a warrior, but weaker and with only a basic attack
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Great Game, I love the enviroment Music for this piece of gold!
anyway, Thanks for the Music, I bought the Soundtrack too and I love it!

Best Regards from Colombia! ^^ ;). Please tell me everything that you think that I should know about all the plans we made
when I was never to be found.

Once again we're paying off emotions Wich one of us will burn untill the end!

No more long rides home no more of your station.. I didn't like it anywaaaayyyyy!. Soooo.... Looked like a fun little sim.

Nope.

Just spam click the elements buttons for points to spend on upgrades. When they all get to 10 and you have all the animals, there
is NOTHING else to do. Played through twice, each time lasted around 4 minutes with the same outcome on each play through.

This game is terrible.

DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME!. A would be, cool game executed poorly. The game gives you no instruction and is Hard from
the beginning. You have to keep losing untill you pick up the mechanics. It feels more like work than fun and the game actually
insults you while you play. If you get mad at videogames I would stay VERY FAR from this one.. Cuteness Awaits!!....^_^. I
used to play this game a lot back when I was younger. I wish they made other SWAT games in the real time strategy style. The
game has quite a few bugs that need to be fixed, and hopefully they will be fixed, although I realize that depends on how
popular the rerelease is. I still love this game, it was great to play it again, very nostalgic.. it's a great mod but can you pelease fix
the launch error. I paid .49 cents just to hear that "Gravity Badgers!!!" theme song whenever I want.... werth it
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EZ Game :))
PLS new update :D. I've only played the game for a little while, and I had mixed emotions about it. The enemies were floating in
the air, the game wouldn't let me know when I crafted something and I had like 10 hammers, and I couldn't select any of the
items I had crafted. The Devs seem commited to the game, and there's a good community behind this title so I would go ahead
and pick it up now before full release. As a game, you can tell it's a work in progress, but it has the potential to be a great game..
The train itself has great detail, but from my experience suffers from a lack of proper beta testing. The In-Cab speed display
does not show any sort of speed restrictions, making playing any scenerio with them, or any case where you have to follow
signal speed almost impossible. The scenerios also lack testing, I was unable to complete The Long Shot without getting suprise
speed limit changes. These are things that should be picked up before release.

The train itself is very well detailed otherwise, but these small things really bring down the overall experience, and I hope DTG
investigates and fixes these bugs.

Update: I've submitted a ticket back on 4\/30 and have had no response from DTG yet about these issues.. If you enjoyed
gigantic army it's highly likely you will love this. Absolutly love it!. Man this game is AMAZING, fun, difficult, rewarding, just
a classical shooting game.

In all seriousness, i played plenty of shooters, i loved Crysis 3 but i enjoyed Lockdown much much.. Works right out day one,
kinda rare for multiplayer games these days. Ai bots in actual online matches are good enought that it becomes difficult to spot
the diffrence between them and the players. Only major complaint is they carried over the microtransaction system from the
cell phone version but you can still get just about everything in the game that is of any real value gameplay wise if you got skill
so its not a pay to win. graphics nothing to write home about but then again it does look silky smooth in multiplayer, no
noticable lag spikes so far.

Gameplay is an odd hybrid of one hit your out tactical but still in your face fast paced and games go fast. Not quite tactical, not
arcadish, only way to describe it is its really like a virtual paintball tournoment, but a lot cheaper.. It's pretty ok. Nothing to
particulary rave about. The puzzles were good and challenging and I can see how this would be considered a horror game.
Though it left too much to wonder about. I'm all for "fill in the blanks" but when you can't fill them in because the story has too
many holes... then you've just written a bad story.

So yeah. Story wasn't conclusive but ok. The gameplay was ok. The art was ok. Basically, it's just an ok game.
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